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BLACKNBLUE TAVERN...WHERE DISCOVERIES ensue Welcome to The BlackNBlue Tavern
and the lives of the boys that arrive there with a thirst. Everything's on faucet together with a can
of develop the Fuck Up! whilst a former professional wrestler named Joe opens a bar catering to
males who love manly combat, now not even he may perhaps are expecting the coming of the
lads that may quickly turn into like a family members to him. After assembly a guy out of his
prior and taking an unforeseen heart-punch, Joe and his companion depart the bar within the
able palms of Fist, a guy recognized for being a coarse highway brawler yet with a middle of
gold. status up, CJ grabbed Fist via one arm and waved at Joe and Jeff, who waved Blacknblue
Tavern: Book I again as he led the bartender towards the door. because the door closed, Jeff
said, "You know, babe, I simply realized...it's now not in regards to the fights here, is it?"
Suddenly, the boys and the bar locate themselves threatened through a mysterious pair and it is
as much as them all to band jointly and safeguard their place. Boys should be boys, however it
takes a few males to mend the problems... Meet the boys of the BlackNBlue...they'll by no
means be the same, what makes you're thinking that you will?
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